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mins do not necessarily take orders, but a priest is
always a Brahmin. Yet, surprisingly enough, most
of the avatars of the Hindu deity were not Brahmins,
nor are the prophets numbered in that caste.
Buddha was a Kshatriya, belonged, that is to say,
like the maharajas, to the warrior class ; Rama was
a king, Krishna an emperor.
In their heart of hearts the priests are only too
well aware of the worldly nature of their functions.
Waiving the prerogative of birth, they permit, even
in their own temples, the Sadhus to take precedence
of themselves. And the caste of these Sadhus, the
yellow-robed monks who are to be seen all over
India, ranges from the highest to the lowest.
I had just contributed a handful of small change
to the poor-box of my new friend, the priest. Now
he rose and walked up to a shrine lodged between
two pillars at the summit of a flight of steps. Open-
ing the doors, he disclosed a small room with an
altar on which stood Krishna's statue garlanded
with flowers. Taking down one of the garlands, he
came back to us and gallantly placed it round my
wife's neck.
The friendship with which this amiable priest was
pleased to honour me made me a persona grata with
the townsfolk. A friendly group of boys and young
men escorted us along the tidy, well-swept streets
to a number of temples, no two of them alike.
Some were full of people, others given up to solitude.
Some were dark, jealously secluded from alien eyes;
others were open, as accessible as mosques. Now
and again I came upon a surly-looking priest,
keeping vigil beside a latticed niche ^at the foot of a
great tree, in which a little statue stood enshrined ;
his eyes fixed on his book, he studiously ignored my
presence and my alms.

